Tired? groggy? Tap, sweep and smudge your way to a bold look.

1. COOLING WATER
Glide over face for an instant cooling, de-puffing effect.

2. CONCEALER
Dot directly onto the under eye area to cover dark circles and brighten. Lightly dab with fingertips to blend. Use excess product on fingertips to cover any other skin imperfections.

3. MATTE BRONZER
Swipe in an upward motion below cheekbones for contour and along hairline for a sun-kissed effect. Blend with fingertips.

4. HIGHLIGHTER
Swipe onto upper cheekbone, bridge of nose and cupid's bow for a luminous glow. Lightly dab with fingertips to blend.

5. SHADOW LINER
Hold the chisel tip vertically and glide along crease of the eye creating a line from the inner corner to the outer corner.

6. UBAME MASCARA
Sweep triple ball brush through lashes from root to tip. Then hold wand vertically and use the top ball of the brush to build extra volume.

7. GEL BROW
Fill in brows with gel formula using small, upward strokes beginning at the inside of the brow and moving outwards. Brush through to shape and finish.

8. OIL LIP STAIN
Roll stain onto lips for a hydrating, glossy and long-lasting hint of color.